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Introduction:

For couriers and others who ship small packages domestically via UPS, we have a 
feature in Magaya software that speeds up the shipment requests. Magaya Express Link 
is right inside your Magaya system and uses the information you already entered to fulfill 
the request. It uses your UPS rates, and the request is sent from your system. Print the 
labels to have all the items ready to go out.

 

 Overview of Magaya Express Link for a Cargo Release:

Create a Cargo Release in Magaya1. 

Request a UPS Shipment via Magaya Express Link2. 

Prepare First!

Make sure all the entities have these details in their profiles:

Contact name (first and last)•	

Address•	

Phone number•	

Email address•	

This prep will save you from filling in this information every time, which is not the best way 
or fun! Express Link is designed to be fast, so do this prep so you can get the most from 
it.

 

1. Create a Cargo Release in Magaya

Create your Cargo Release for the customer, entering the information you usually enter. 
Ensure:

On the Inland Carrier tab, select UPS or other service provider/carrier who  •	
contracts with UPS. This field does not schedule the transport; it is used to 
generate charges. (When the bill is generated, it will be for the carrier company 
you select in this tab.) 

Enter the commodities, one per line, for this customer. If all the items will go to •	
the same address, add each and then repack them all into one package. Each 
commodity line item must have one piece in it. 

Complete the Cargo Release as usual. When done with the dialog box, save it. The 
status of the CR is “Loaded”. 

Release and Ship Items via UPS with Magaya Express Link
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2. Schedule a UPS Shipment via Magaya Express Link:

Click the Actions button and select Magaya Express Link > Ship with UPS.

 

The first screen in the Magaya Express Link courier wizard opens. It is filled in with all 
the information from the profiles from your customer, supplier, and other entities. This is 
where your prep pays off because all you have to do is click “Save & Next.”

If anything is missing, the system will tell you. Click “Save & Next” to go the next screen. 

Release and Ship Items via UPS with Magaya Express Link Continued 
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The second screen of the courier wizard contains delivery options and rates. 

Shipment Options:

Saturday delivery•	

Add Reference numbers such as invoice, PO, part number, model or serial •	
number

Package Options:

Select a package to set options for it:

Delivery Confirmation: Set options for collecting signatures; for example, you •	
can require a signature for only one package in the shipment or more than one 
package

COD: Collect on Delivery to receive payment upon delivery of a package•	

Get Rates: 

When you click “Get Rates,” the system will get your rates for the shipment. This rate is 
the total price for all the packages in the list based on your account with UPS, includes 
the markup you set in the Configuration screen. Select the rate you want.

 

Release and Ship Items via UPS with Magaya Express Link Continued 
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If you have UPS boxes, you can use them to save entering dimensions. If you select a 
UPS Express box, the system will give you air rates such as Next Day Air. For ground 
rates, use another package type such as a box. Double-click on a package to see  
options as needed.

Click “Save & Next” to go the next screen. 

Verify the information. This screen shows the sender, recipient, origin and destination 
information, the payor, package details and cost for the service you requested. 

Send the request. The system gives you a confirmation and saves it in the Messages 
folder.

Print Labels: 

The system asks if you want to print the labels now. Click Yes or No.  Affix the labels on 
the packages so they are ready when UPS arrives. To print them later, go to the Cargo 
Release, click “Actions” and select Magaya Express Link. The pop-up menu has the  
options for printing labels and more:

Tracking:

Send the CR to the customer to give them the tracking number for this shipment. Select 
HTML format. 

A tracking link also appears in LiveTrack. Your customer can copy that tracking number 
and paste it into UPS.com to track the package. 

Generate Charges: 

To generate charges, go to the Cargo Release, click the Charges tab, click the  
“Generate” button.

 

The system generates the customer’s invoice and your bill and saves them in the  
Accounting folder.

Release and Ship Items via UPS with Magaya Express Link Continued 
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